Abstract. The article discusses changes in scientific work (academic and applied) associated with new potentials, but also coercions of information technologies. Background for this interest is the experience gained in several digital library projects that inclinations and willingness to use these technical possibilities is much less common than the developers of these systems, and we all, tended to think in recent years. This seems to be true even in those scientific disciplines which were and are at the forefront of the development, e.g. physics, mathematics, etc. The background for this observation is discussed looking at general economic and social changes, viewing the environments of work in the scientific sphere, the contents and their quantity and quality of supply in scientific IT systems, the user side in their communities of practice, and the technological and organizational basis of scientific information. Some strategic issues to improve the situation are discussed in the final part of the paper.
In the last thirty years the role of knowledge, and especially of scientific knowledge and its information basis, has changed dramatically in the international economy and society. The new "Informational Capitalism" (Castells 1996) or "Digital Capitalism" (Schiller 1999 ) is characterized by a new stage of globalization, implying new forms of markets and organization, and by a dramatic take-off and intensification of overall informatization. In general, the new capacity of informational capitalism is the development of socio-technical systems which generate, communicate and process information around the globe in real-time. For society and organizations, the "network society" (Castells 1996) entails an increasing role of network forms of cooperation and organization, characterized by the creation of "horizontal" organizations with flat hierarchies, decentralized structures, focussed on continuous re-engineering of their resources with the concentration on their key competences and continuous rationalization along the value creation chain (cf. Knoke 2001, ch. 1). The new type of network or virtual organization brings the market as close as possible to every department, project, work group, and individual -it implies a "new immediacy" of the economy, an increased directness of economic forces shaping the conditions of the single economic unit (cf. Schmiede 2003; Benner 2002) .
Network structures play an increasing role on various levels. The new forms of network cooperation depend more or less on the digital information and communication media spread in the last thirty years. It was on this economic and social basis that IC technologies could enter their expansive and revolutionizing career which led theorists to coin the phrase of the "information society" (cf. Lyon 1988; Schmiede 1996b). Furthermore, information has become reflexive: Processing information creates new information. Information is a formalized abstraction of reality. In this world of abstract information -quasi in a second reality -one can combine informations, process them, model information-led systems, and simulate their working in reality. Then, the desired result is transferred back into the (first) reality and given a real material form: Information changes and shapes reality. (Probably, one of the most impressive examples to understand these processes in two worlds of reality is the virtual construction of a car by processing information sets delivered from engineers of the assembling firm and many suppliers and subsidiaries, up to the simulation of certain properties of the future car in the computer.) Innovation is generated by processing information, and it is used in a cumulative feedback-loop to generate new innovation. In other words: The technical form of knowledge, its information form, is the step from conventional technification and automatization to informatization (Schmiede 1996a; Spinner 1998, p. 75) . This is the economic and social background for scientific work and its use of digital scientific information to have become and still being in the process of developing towards a crucial resource of economic growth and social dynamics. The usage of digitized scientific information is in no way confined to the academic sphere: It is estimated by the Central Statistical Office that in Germany about 70% of national expenditure on research and development is spent in the private sector of the economy, only the remaining 30% in universities and research institutions outside the universities. So, in our discussion of some moments of structure, problems and perspectives in the usage of digital scientific information below it has to be kept in mind that we are talking as well on academic tendencies as on structural changes in industry and administration.
Scientific Work and Digital Libraries
As for the internet in general, for many years it was physics and some parts of mathematics who initiated building and using the largest digital scientific database, the reknowned Ginsparg or Los Alamos server (since a couple of years "ArXiv" database). With the American Digital Library Initiatives and parallel activities in many European nations since the mid-nineties, a new phase of dissemination, popularization and technological progress in DL development took off which led to a multitude of new digital libraries and many scientific disciplines joining into the process as well as new kinds of information and objects being included.
In Germany a combined initiative developed to get the different scientific disciplines and learned societies to cooperate on the one hand, to include the commercial database providers and publishers on the other hand. The so-called IuKInitiative of Learned Societies was founded in 1995 by the societies for informations
